WRITING ASSIGNMENT 5:
Assigned: 4/20/16 Due: 4/27/16 at 11:55 PM  (submit via moodle)  Submit only pdf files

Written (2-3 pages)
For this writing assignment you must write the literature review/related work section of your project. This must include 8-10 references (and appear in the bibliography correctly). References need to be from peer-reviewed sources; manuscripts, technical reports, wikipedia, blogs and other materials not peer-reviewed by researchers in that field are not accepted as valid references, but may be useful as sources to hunt down actual peer-reviewed materials (you may give some credit to this intermediate source if you wish in a footnote).

You should try to pick both references that are very similar to your topic, along with references that compare different ways of approaching this general problem. For example, if you are doing something with A*, you should pick some references related to A* modifications and compare and contrast them with your approach. You should also pick some references from the more general search area, possibly outlining the difference between informed and uninformed search.

Past writing fellows created these links: Resources and Tips for Writing a Literature Review. This link includes some guidelines for literature reviews along with some samples.

If there is more than one student in the team, everyone should submit identical literature reviews, but be very clear who you are partnered with and the contributions of each member. The page length and reference requirement increases by 50% per team member (so a 3 person team needs 4-6 pages with 16-20 references).

There will not be a 2nd resubmission for this part, as it is too close to the end of the semester. However, feedback will be quick (for once), so you may address any comments for the final project.

Grading
10% Latex (and bibtex)
10% organization of the document (structure of the document)
20% sufficient citations
40% coverage of the literature (good coverage of the subject topic and general subject)
20% writing style (structure, clarity, grammatical correctness and few/no spelling mistakes)